Palliative care for patients with Parkinson’s disease: an interdisciplinary review and next step model
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Abstract: Late stage Parkinson’s and Parkinson-plus patients have increased needs beyond motor symptom management that cannot be fully addressed in a typical neurology clinic visit. Complicating matters are the concurrent increasing emotional and physical demands on caregivers, which, if addressed, further stretch clinic time constraints. The complex and extensive patient and caregiver needs warrant a dedicated clinic to provide the necessary interdisciplinary care. In contrast to a typical model where the neurology clinician refers the patient to various ancillary treatment groups resulting in multiple separate clinic visits, the interdisciplinary model supports direct communication between the different disciplines during the clinic visit, allowing for a more coordinated response that takes into account multiple perspectives. Such an interdisciplinary model has been utilized in neurologic disorders with complex end-stage disease needs, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis with notable improvement in quality of life and survival. The Oregon Health & Science University Parkinson Center and Movement Disorders Clinic has developed an interdisciplinary clinic called Next Step composed of neurology clinicians, a physical therapist, a speech pathologist, a social worker, and a nursing coordinator. The clinic focuses on palliative care issues, including complex late stage motor symptoms, nonmotor symptoms, and quality of life goals of both the patient and caregiver(s). This article describes the Next Step clinic structure and processes, while reviewing the literature and incorporating clinical expertise from the perspective of each discipline.
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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Parkinson’s-plus diseases (PD+) are chronic, progressive, and incurable neurodegenerative diseases that currently affect more than 10 million people worldwide. This number is only to increase as the world population ages.1 In addition to the increasing number of PD patients to be seen in neurology clinics for specialized care, the patients themselves also develop increasing needs at later stages of disease. Initially, patient care is usually focused on motor symptoms, including tremors, postural instability, gait, and rigidity. However, with disease progression, patient needs extend beyond motor symptoms and encompass a wide range of nonmotor symptoms including autonomic dysfunction, cognitive complaints, mood issues, pain, and psychosis. Longitudinal studies for PD patients have shown a notable increase in symptom burden and worsening quality of life at later stages of disease. Higginson et al1 showed that >80% of PD patients developed four symptoms of pain, difficulty using legs, fatigue, and sleepiness, and >50% of patients developed nine symptoms...
of communication problems, oral problems, such as drooling, use of upper extremities, spasms/stiffness, sleep issues, constipation, bladder issues, swallowing issues, and shortness of breath over the course of a year.

As symptom burden increases in patients with late stage PD, so does caregiver burden or strain. The accumulation of caregiver strain at later stages of disease includes “worry, tension, frustration from communication problems, direct care, role conflict, and global strain,” as well as “lack of resources, economic burden, feelings of being manipulated, and mismatched expectations.”3

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines palliative care as

“an approach that improves the quality of life of patients and their families facing the problem associated with life-threatening illness, through the prevention and relief of suffering by means of early identification and impeccable assessment and treatment of pain and other problems, physical, psychosocial and spiritual.”4

As per the WHO definition, this palliative care approach, which is often team-based, not only can enhance quality of life but also can positively influence the course of illness. As PD progresses, the burgeoning palliative care needs of the patient and caregiver can be overwhelming for neurology clinicians to address within the time constraints of a typical clinic visit. Furthermore, as patients near the end of their lives, they and their family members may wish to initiate goals of care discussions and revisit advanced care planning and financial planning for the future. These are time intensive discussions that cannot be rushed. In a typical model, the neurology clinician can refer the patient to various ancillary treatment groups (physical therapy, speech pathology, social work, etc.) for further management; however, this results in many more clinic visits that can be difficult for patient and caregiver to attend due to transportation and mobility constraints. Furthermore, this model limits communication between the different care providers, and care is more likely to be disjointed (Figure 1A).

Increasing patient and caregiver needs with late stage disease is not unique to PD. To address the issue of complex patient and caregiver management, we can look to other neurologic disorders with similar late stage symptom burden, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and muscular dystrophy. These diseases have utilized multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary models to facilitate care with noted success. For instance, studies have shown that multidisciplinary clinic models composed of neurology clinicians, physical, occupational and speech therapists, pulmonologist, nutritionist, and social worker (SW) have actually increased survival in patients with ALS by several months.5 While unclear about the exact mechanism for improved survival, the authors hypothesize that the multidisciplinary team providing more comprehensive care, more frequent interactions, and more counseling may be responsible.

In 2014, we started the Next Step Clinic at Oregon Health & Science University to better care for our PD and PD+ patients. The clinic utilizes the interdisciplinary approach toward care of late stage PD patients, incorporating the skills of neurology clinicians, a physical therapist (PT), a speech language pathologist (SLP), a SW, and a nursing coordinator (RN) within the same visit (Figure 1B). In addition to providing a range of expertise, the clinic also shifts priority of care from restorative management to quality of life goals as directed by the patient and family. In the following sections, clinic logistics will be discussed, including the patient referral process, the team professionals involved, and the flow of the clinic day. This section will be followed by a review from the perspective of each discipline involved in the clinic, an overview of the symptoms that are typically encountered, and the associated treatment options. The reviews synthesize published literature, when available, with each professional’s clinical experience and expertise.

**Clinic logistics/operation**

**Referral criteria**

Referral criteria include debilitating motor symptoms, complex nonmotor symptoms (e.g., pain, cognitive issues, depression, and autonomic dysfunction), caregiver strain, care goals and end-of-life document discussions, and help with transitions of care (e.g., moving into a long-term care facility).

![Comparison of traditional and interdisciplinary clinic models.](https://www.dovepress.com/10.2147-JPRLS.S158538)

**Notes:** (A) Traditional clinic model: The neurology clinician, after seeing the patient in clinic, places referrals to PT, SLP, SW, and RN. The patient then sees each discipline at a separate visit. (B) Interdisciplinary clinic model: Both patient and caregiver are seen within the same visit by the different disciplines. Close communication is maintained between disciplines during the visit, and a comprehensive care plan is ultimately developed following dedicated discussions.

**Abbreviations:** NC, neurology clinician; PT, physical therapist; RN, nursing coordinator; SLP, speech language pathologist; SW, social worker.
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Pre-assessment
Prior to their appointment, patients are mailed a set of questionnaires along with an information package explaining the purpose of the clinic and encouraging caregiver(s) to attend. Patients are asked to complete the Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire-39, Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale-PD, and Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). Caregivers are asked to complete the CES-D and Modified Caregiver Strain Index (MCSI). We have also found it helpful to ask patients to list the three things that are most important to their quality of life.

Team health care professionals
Our team consists of neurology clinicians (medical doctor [MD], nurse practitioner [NP], or physician assistant [PA]), a PT, a SLP, a SW, and a RN.

Clinic schedule
Next Step Clinic runs twice a month for half a day, with the aim to see three new patients and two follow-up patients each half day. The clinic schedule can be seen in Table 1. New patients are seen by all team members. Follow-up patients are usually only seen by the neurology clinicians; the other team members may see them on an as needed basis.

Clinic starts with a 30-minute preclinic team meeting to discuss the day’s patients, review completed questionnaires, and assign schedules. After this meeting, the first round of visits begins for the new patients, lasting for ~45 minutes. The entire team then meets for 15 minutes to discuss the new patients. This mid-clinic team meeting provides guidance for the next team of providers and prevents the patients from having to repeat themselves. The teams continue to rotate through the new patients after the meeting, and one clinician begins seeing the follow-up patients. After another 45-minute visit, there is a post-clinic team meeting during which a final treatment plan is created involving the input of all team members. One of the benefits of this interdisciplinary approach is that it allows the team to maximize nonpharmacologic approaches to symptom management in this frail population. This jointly derived end-of-visit plan is then relayed in verbal and written form to the new patients by the clinician, including any recommended referrals or medication prescriptions. Throughout the day, patients and their caregivers remain in the same room while the team members move between rooms, thus reducing burden for less mobile patients.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Patient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30–9:00</td>
<td>Preclinic meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00–9:45</td>
<td>NC 1 + SW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45–10:00</td>
<td>Mid-clinic team meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00–10:20</td>
<td>PT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20–10:45</td>
<td>SLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45–11:15</td>
<td>Post-clinic meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15–11:30</td>
<td>End-of-visit care plan discussion with either NC 1 or NC 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Template of schedule used in the Next Step Clinic that incorporates seeing three new patients and two return patients within a half-day. The patient and caregivers remain in the same room whereas the health care professionals rotate between rooms. There are several scheduled team meetings that occur prior to, during, and at the end of the clinic visit.

Abbreviations: NC, neurology clinician; PT, physical therapist; SLP, speech language pathologist; SW, social worker.

Narrative review of palliative care needs in PD from the perspectives of health care professionals involved in the next step clinic: Neurology clinician (MD, NP, or PA)
The neurology clinician’s role shifts in this particular interdisciplinary clinic to addressing the nonmotor symptoms prominent in late stage PD. In depth review of these symptoms and their management can be found elsewhere. Here, we will briefly highlight some of the symptoms that particularly benefit from a palliative interdisciplinary approach.

Pain
Pain is a common, but under-recognized symptom in PD. Up to 85% of people with PD experience pain, and up to 63% of that pain is directly attributable to PD. Furthermore, many patients with PD (25% in the early stage and 16% in the late stage) consider pain one of their top three most bothersome symptoms, significantly affecting their quality of life. Patients with PD-related pain score lower on measures of motor function, mental health, depression, social functioning, and general health. Furthermore, caregivers...
of PD patients describe end-of-life pain as common and poorly managed.14

Unfortunately, there are no Food and Drug Administration-approved medications, class A randomized control trials or widely accepted guidelines for pain management in PD. Currently, pain management is largely determined by the underlying etiology of the pain symptoms. A review by Ford divides Parkinsonian pain into five categories (musculoskeletal, radicular/neuropathic, dystonic, central, and akathetic), and discusses recommended treatments associated with each type of pain.15 Musculoskeletal pain can be treated with physical therapy and simple analgesics, such as acetaminophen or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Dystonic pain can be treated with the adjustment of dopaminergic medications and/or botulinum toxin. Radicular and neuropathic pain can be treated with centrally acting pain medications, such as gabapentin or duloxetine. Central pain syndromes are difficult to treat, but may respond to adjustment of dopaminergic medications or centrally acting pain medications, such as gabapentin or duloxetine. Finally, there is some evidence that deep brain stimulation may alleviate pain.16 For complicated patients with intractable pain, a multidisciplinary approach is essential, including addressing underlying depression, which is a frequent comorbidity, and implementing various exercise programs. Finally, in patients who are non-verbal, it is important to remember that pain is a frequent cause of agitation that should be assessed with any new behavioral problems.

Autonomic dysfunction

Autonomic dysfunction in PD can either be secondary to the disease itself or a side effect of dopaminergic medications. Common symptoms include constipation, urinary urgency and frequency, orthostatic hypotension, hyperhidrosis, drooling, and sexual dysfunction. A study of 141 patients with PD and 50 healthy age-matched controls showed that the prevalence of these symptoms was significantly higher than in controls, and 50% of patients with PD rated their effect on daily living as “a lot” or “very much.”17

Management of autonomic dysfunction in PD can be complex. The first step should be to adjust dopaminergic therapies when feasible.18 Orthostatic hypotension, for instance, is a common symptom with treatments that vary widely in burdensomeness. Less invasive measures include counter maneuvers (leg crossing, toe raising, and thigh contraction), elevating the head of bed, wearing elastic stockings and/or abdominal binders, and exercising.19 If these measures are ineffective, patients can be asked to increase fluid and salt intake, and potentially start on medications, such as fludrocortisone and midodrine. For urinary dysfunction, treatments can span from noninvasive management, such as incontinence briefs and bedside commodes, to pelvic floor physical therapy and percutaneous posterior tibial nerve stimulation (PTNS).20 More invasive treatments can include anticholinergic medications, which come with undesirable side effects, such as dizziness, blurred vision, confusion, and constipation, and botulinum toxin injections in the detrusor muscle.21 Drooling is another nonmotor complaint, that is, of significant distress to PD patients due to the social stigma. Given that the drooling is not due to excess saliva production but rather dysphagia causing saliva accumulation, less invasive treatments include speech therapy and tactics to encourage swallowing, such as chewing on gum or sucking on hard candy. Medication, such as glycopyrrolate, scopolamine, and trihexyphenidyl, can be used to reduce saliva formation, but can also thicken saliva making it more difficult to swallow. Furthermore, these medications come with a multitude of bowel and bladder as well as cognitive side effects. Atropine eye drops can be given locally under the tongue to limit systemic side effects.22 In severe cases, botulinum injections into salivary glands can be considered.23

Mood disorders

Prominent mood disorders in PD include depression, anxiety, apathy, and psychosis, which can negatively impact quality of life for both patients and their caregivers by affecting sleep, worsening fatigue, and limiting socialization.24,25 Reported prevalence is quite variable; depression rates range between 2.7% and >90%,26 anxiety rates range between 20% and 49%,27,28 apathy rates average ~38%,29 and psychosis rates range between 5% and 72% dependent on hallucination type.20 Studies have suggested that some of the mood issues are associated with “off” periods of PD, warranting adjustment of dopaminergic medications to minimize these periods.31,32 Pramipexole, in particular, has been compared to fluoxetine and sertraline for depression treatment, and was found to be superior to both serotonergic medications.33,34 It is also suggested that anxiety, which often coincides with depression in PD, improves with dopaminergic intervention to stabilize motor symptoms and reduces the duration of “off” periods, which can at times manifest as “panic attacks.”35

Regarding apathy, there are a few studies suggesting symptom improvement with dopaminergic medications.36 Lastly, psychotic symptoms, including auditory and visual hallucinations, have been attributed with side effects of typical
dopaminergic PD medications, and can improve with dosing adjustments. If there is no improvement with adjustment of dopaminergic medications, nondopaminergic medications can be considered for treatment of mood disorders. Despite less evidence associated with serotonergic medications and mixed serotonin/norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, such as sertraline, citalopram, fluoxetine, and venlafaxine, they can be useful for depression and anxiety management and are generally well tolerated. For psychosis, atypical antipsychotic medications, such as clozapine, risperidone, olanzapine, quetiapine, ziprasidone, and aripiprazole, can be used, though judiciously, as they can also worsen a patient’s motor symptoms. As to which antipsychotic medication is more efficacious in PD patients, the literature is thus far inconclusive.

As with the other nonmotor symptoms, if the patient’s mood disorder cannot be improved with adjustments in the PD medication regimen or if the side effect burden is too great with the addition of new medications, nonpharmacologic interventions can also be considered. Structured psychological interventions, including cognitive behavioral therapy, supportive therapy, and psychoeducation, can be utilized. In addition, for hallucinations in less impaired PD patients, self-driven coping strategies, such as cognitive, interactive, and visual techniques, can sometimes be adequately effective. Such strategies include turning on the lights, self-reassurance that the hallucination will resolve shortly, engaging caregivers to further gain reassurance and comfort, looking away from the direction of the hallucination, and focusing on a different object.

Sleep disorders
Sleep disorders are prominent in PD patients, and are often considered a prodrome to the development of PD motor symptoms. A study by Schenck et al in 2013 showed that 38% of patients with REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD) developed PD after 5-year follow-up. After PD diagnosis, sleep disturbances remain a significant issue for patients, with reported incidence of 60%–70%. It is thought that the disturbances are either associated with the disease itself or due to side effects of PD medications. Common complaints include difficulties falling or staying asleep, daytime sleepiness with sleep attacks, sleep fragmentation, and violent dreams and dream enactment behavior consistent with RBD. A study by Duncan et al showed that sleep disturbances have a significant impact on health-related quality of life assessments warranting intervention.

Interventions are largely dependent on the underlying etiology of the patient’s sleep disturbance. For instance, if a patient complains of insomnia, possible etiologies to consider in addition to natural disease progression include side effects associated with the patient’s PD medications, and concurrent nonmotor symptoms, such as pain, urinary issues, depression, hallucinations, and psychosis that can disrupt sleep. PD medications can be adjusted or timed differently to optimize motor symptoms control and minimize side effects. Management of the nonmotor symptoms as discussed earlier can be helpful as well, though it is important to be aware that some of the interventions can actually further disrupt sleep. For example, serotonergic medications for depression can contribute to sleep disturbances. Nonpharmacologic methods to improve sleep hygiene can be beneficial, including limiting daytime naps, cognitive behavioral therapy, and relaxation training. Melatonin (5–50 mg) can also be utilized to normalize circadian rhythm. Another common sleep disturbance is RBD, which as previously mentioned can often precede the development of PD motor symptoms. Clonazepam (0.5–1.0 mg) has been reported to be helpful for RBD treatment, with a response rate averaging 80%–90%. Melatonin (3–12 mg) can be used as well, in particular, if benzodiazepines are contraindicated due to other comorbidities.

Medication burden
Patients with late stage PD often have multiple medical comorbidities given the typical age of onset. In addition to the medications prescribed for motor symptoms, patients are often taking medications for nonmotor symptoms, and other non-neurologic diseases. Polypharmacy can become quite a problem, creating undesirable side effects and drug interactions, affecting quality of life due to frequency of medication administration, increasing aspiration risks due to pill swallowing, and exacerbating financial burden due to medication costs. It can also affect caregiver burden as well, given the frequency of drug administration. Thus, consciously simplifying/streamlining the patient’s medication regimen and treating symptoms with nonpharmacologic means is desirable.

Caregiver
Emphasis on caregiver needs is of particular importance given that caregiver physical and emotional health is especially vulnerable in late stage disease and that patients’ quality of life is heavily dependent on their caregivers’ health and well-being. Thus, equal attention needs to be paid for...
addressing caregiver needs in the palliative care setting and this is really only possible with an interdisciplinary approach.

The caregiver, who plays a pivotal role in the patient’s health care, is often viewed by health care professionals as part of the health care delivery system rather than a recipient of care. In palliative care, the caregivers are considered equal recipients of care and receive an independent assessment regarding their needs. Four areas of assessment help define the plan of care: 1) caregiver strain, 2) capacity and strengths of the caregiver, 3) preparedness/knowledge base, and 4) care needs of the patient.

Caregiver strain
Strain is defined as the perceived difficulty in fulfilling the caregiving role. Strain increases with disease severity and can lead to a decline in the physical and emotional health of the caregiver. The first step for managing caregiver strain is to measure the strain severity. This can be done through standardized caregiver strain scales. Although no one scale is universally used, many have been helpful as screening tools in clinical practice. For instance, the MCSI has been used across many PD centers. It has six subscales, consisting of physical strain, social constraints, financial strain, time constraints, interpersonal strain, and patient demanding/manipulative behavior. A cutoff value of ≥30 indicates severe strain.

Caregiver capacity
Certain caregiver characteristics can directly influence caregiving capacity. Specifically, female gender, young age, poor emotional and physical health, low economic status, rural living situation, employment outside of the home, number of hours/day providing direct care, poor self-care behaviors, and limited social support predict strain. Interventions to strengthen caregiving capacity may include improving caregiver health and social support. At the same time, it is vitally important that health professionals take the time to identify and recognize caregivers’ work and the positive aspects and value that they may derive from their service. Thanking caregivers for the good things that they are doing can make a huge difference to their self-esteem, well-being, and ability to continue.

Preparedness/knowledge
A checklist of knowledge needs can be helpful to maximize caregiver preparedness and minimize strain. This checklist may include the following: lifting and moving skills, medication management, symptom management, communication skills, problem-solving skills, community resources (e.g., support groups), advanced care planning, and respite care.

Patient needs
Caregiver strain can be directly affected by the type and extent of patient care needs. Studies have shown that severity of PD symptoms and frequency of falls can significantly contribute to the degree of caregiver burden. Likewise, neuropsychiatric symptoms, such as anxiety, depression, apathy, and psychosis, in conjunction with dementia can increase caregiver burden and can lead to institutionalization of PD patients.

Overall, a systematic caregiver assessment can help provide direction on how to best help the family. Although caregiver intervention research is still in its infancy, there is some evidence that psychoeducational programs can be beneficial. These programs not only provide education, but also teach caregivers skills and self-efficacy. One example is the Stanford Chronic Disease Self-Management Program. It provides educational content and teaches participants skills, such as problem solving, decision making, and communication. In Oregon, this program is called Strive to Thrive and is offered specifically for people with PD and their caregivers.

Physical therapy
Typically, the role of physical therapy in PD patient care is to maximize independence and safety revolving around the patient’s mobility. In the interdisciplinary clinic, this role extends more broadly to include quality of life concerns and symptoms, such as incontinence and pain.

A significant concern of patients and families in the later stages of PD is worsening mobility and increasing falls, which are often the result of gait freezing, postural instability, and gait disturbances. The PT uses gait, balance, and muscle strength exams to determine the appropriate assistive device to best maintain a patient’s independence and safety. Currently, there are several different types of walkers on the market, including the four-wheeled walker, front-wheeled walker, and U-step walker. A study by Kegelmeyer et al compared the different walkers utilizing quantitative gait measures, including velocity and stride length. The four-wheeled walker was shown to have less variability in gait measures, and less impact on spontaneous unassisted gait patterns. As each PD patient is unique, it is often beneficial to trial a variety of walkers to determine the most suitable option. For instance, patients with gait freezing may prefer a U-step walker because of its increased stability and the option to mount a laser and metronome that can help with step initiation. In addition, a
PT can provide recommendations on wheelchairs that provide appropriate postural support for either forward or lateral lean tendencies, and also provide pressure-unloading cushions to prevent skin breakdown. Similar to walkers, there are several different types of wheelchairs (power, tilt-in-space, manual) that can be individualized to maximize patient comfort and mobility.

In addition to assistive devices, several prosthetics have been developed for protection from falls, including hip protectors. Thus far, there is limited evidence on the efficacy of hip protectors in preventing hip fractures, in part due to the relatively low compliance in wearing the devices. The evidence, thus far, best supports the use of hip protectors in nursing homes and residential care settings over community dwellers. Clinically, we have found that external protectors (e.g., SafeHip Active) are more acceptable to patients than the traditional underwear model due to improved ease of donning/doffing and reported improved comfort.

Urinary dysfunction, such as urgency, increased daytime frequency, nocturia, and incontinence, is the most common clinical manifestation of autonomic dysfunction in PD, with ~70% of patients developing symptoms within 5 years of diagnosis. Unfortunately, urinary symptoms, such as incontinence and frequency, can lead to falls and impact quality of life. As discussed in the “Neurology clinician” section, medications can be prescribed for urinary dysfunction, but often come with undesirable side effects and can contribute to polypharmacy. Percutaneous PTNS is a minimally invasive neuromodulation technique used to improve urinary symptoms that can be done either in the outpatient setting by a PT or a urologist, or in the home with the purchase of a neuromuscular electrical stimulation unit. Kabay et al recently demonstrated that 12 weeks of PTNS treatment improved urinary symptoms in PD patients, namely incontinence and frequency. There is also some evidence that pelvic floor physical therapy consisting of behavioral therapy and electromyography biofeedback for pelvic floor control can improve quality of life measures and reduce urinary incontinence frequency. Other supportive devices, such as a bedside commode, condom catheter, bidet, and appropriate incontinence garments, can improve both patient quality of life and caregiver strain. Patients and their caregivers can often benefit from a one-time consultation with either an occupational therapist or pelvic floor PT to go over practical tips for behavioral and lifestyle modifications (e.g., transfer training, bladder diary, and elevation of legs prior to bed).

As outlined in the “Neurology clinician” section, pain is a major concern for many patients with PD and it can be difficult to treat medically depending on the etiology of the pain. The role of the PT is to help determine an appropriate exercise program to alleviate symptoms. Specifically, dystonic pain has anecdotally been shown to improve with sensory trick or bracing, which changes the sensory input to inhibit the dystonic muscles. For instance, an example of a sensory trick for dystonia localized to the toe involves taping a penny to the toe itself for added weight and change in sensory input. For bracing, toe socks, spreaders, and supra malleolar orthosis have been used to improve foot dystonia. Again, these are anecdotal reports of improvement in symptoms; to date there is no published data regarding the evidence behind these techniques. Regarding rigidity, it has been shown to respond well to stretching and manual therapy to treat potential musculoskeletal restrictions. Again, the published data on PD rigidity and physical therapy are limited; there is no unified consensus on what types of exercises are more effective.

Speech therapy

PD patients present with complex communicative challenges that evolve and change over time. These challenges can impact the domains of speech, language, and cognition, each of which may need addressing at different stages in the disease process. In the Next Step Clinic, the SLP evaluates the patient’s communication, cognition, and swallowing abilities to assess for areas of deficit and challenges to daily function. Depending upon the priorities of the patient and family, recommendations are made for further evaluation and treatment.

In late stage PD, the patient often has already completed voice therapy or Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT) to treat hypophonia or hypokinetic dysarthria, but continues to struggle with day-to-day communication. Some patients can benefit from a refresher of LSVT, whereas others may need supported communication in the form of amplification, amplified telephone, or low/high tech communication systems that may or may not be combined with verbal communication. Despite voice therapy and communication devices, patients can still have significant communication difficulties due to cognitive impairment. Although the presence and extent of cognitive impairment vary from patient to patient, ~27% may experience at least mild cognitive impairment and ~40% may eventually develop dementia. Risk furthermore increases with age and disease duration, and increases burden on the patient, caregiver, and community. Patients with cognitive impairments may find difficulty holding and maintaining conversations, resulting in decreased participation and social isolation. Techniques can be taught by the SLP to both the patient and caregiver to increase participation.
For patients with difficulty keeping up with conversations, “speaker control” strategies, such as making eye contact with the speaker, asking the speaker to repeat if necessary, asking the speaker to slow down or speak up, and asking the speaker to give one piece of information at a time, can be utilized to keep up with the conversation. Caregivers may be taught strategies to invite patients into conversation when they begin to withdraw.

It is important to emphasize that regardless of how impaired communication may be, there will always be a way to communicate on some level as long as the patient is willing. This is of particular significance in the context of a debilitating disease such as PD, which places patients at increased risk for social isolation due to physical, cognitive, and communicative challenges. Palmer et al90 analyzed data from a representative national sample of community-dwelling adults aged ≥65 years and found that communication difficulty was predictive of smaller social network size, fewer positive social exchanges, less frequent participation in social activities, and higher levels of loneliness. Holt-Lunstad et al91 concluded that “individuals with adequate social relationships have a 50% greater likelihood of survival compared to those with poor or insufficient social relationships.” Therefore, maximizing communication capabilities is an essential part of maintaining health at every stage of PD.

Aside from assisting with speech and communication interventions, SLP also plays a significant role in managing dysphagia common to PD patients. Swallowing problems can increase risk for aspiration, which can lead to pneumonia and possibly death. These problems are often identified in clinic, and the patient is then referred for a more objective evaluation and intervention. Patient and family are educated on aspiration precautions, dietary modifications, and techniques to maximize swallowing safety as indicated. The direction or extent of intervention may coincide with a discussion on goals of care, including whether the patient would want a feeding tube, such as a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube, placed or wish to be intubated should he or she develop acute respiratory distress from an aspiration pneumonia. Importantly, PEG tube placement is not recommended for all patients, and should only be pursued after careful consideration of the patient’s wishes, explanation of risks and benefits, and emphasis that it may not prolong life.92,93 The SLP can play a significant role in this discussion by illustrating daily life with a feeding tube to the patient and family. Given the gravity of such conversation and focus on goals of care, the discussion may ultimately lead to the completion of an Advanced Directive with the guidance of the neurology clinician and/or SW.

Social work

The role of the SW in the care of late stage PD patients can be quite extensive, often warranting several meetings outside of clinic, sometimes at the home. The SW, being part of the interdisciplinary clinic, has the opportunity to begin developing the narrative, that is, so important to future counseling, especially with regards to palliative care issues. Such issues include caregiver strain/capacity, advanced care planning, and planning for loss of function and decision-making capacity. The client involved can encompass the patient, caregiver, and family unit.

Counseling around emotional, spiritual, and existential pain is an important part of social work in late stage PD.94,95 This counseling is more cognitive, behavioral, humanistic, and short to medium term than psychodynamic and long term. If the client is amenable, narrative therapy work can extend to such practices as solution focused therapy, motivational interviewing, cognitive behavioral therapy,99 behavioral activation, Gottman couples therapy,96 acceptance and commitment therapy, mindfulness practice,97 etc.

Though palliative care tends to focus on transitions, there is frequently a crisis that demands near term counseling and solutions. Crises tend to involve changes in physical, functional, or cognitive capacity that create anxiety around managing a life in the present and planning a life in the future. Collecting and completing documentation of future plans can help manage this anxiety and allow the client to put more thought toward life activities that create meaningful memories. Assessment of future plans may include the choices involved in: Financial Power of Attorney, Advance Directive for Healthcare, Physician Orders for Life Sustaining Treatment, Social Security Retirement Benefits, Social Security Disability Insurance, Medicaid, Medicare, Veterans’ Benefits, Family Medical Leave Act, reasonable accommodations in employment under The Americans with Disabilities Act, and many state, local and community resources. There are a great number and variety of state, local, and community resources accessible to PD patients, and SWs are frequently the most knowledgeable about these resources. Review of advance care planning documents, especially when facilitated by the SW, can help patients and their families start an ongoing conversation about goals, fears, and preferences while the patient is still able to be an active participant and before a crisis.

Social work fits well in the comprehensive model of interdisciplinary care for late stage PD as a short-term counselor and also a guide to resources. The overall focus of counseling is socialization for both the patient and the
caregiver. Research in interpersonal neurobiology suggests that storytelling, secure attachment, emotional regulation, and knowledge of learning style (i.e., what things are fun) are the benefits of socialization and support a healthy mind. Anxiety, depression, and apathy increase with poor socialization, and severely impact quality of life. Socialization is also part of the narrative with family, who may step in as respite caregivers and create social opportunities for both the patient and caregiver. The SW may help facilitate such socialization by helping the client work through existing family systems, attachment issues or past traumas. Lastly, the SW serves as a guide to local resources, which importantly include PD support groups. Studies have shown that PD patients who attend such support groups have improved quality of life, fewer depression and anxiety symptoms, and less social phobia.

**Nursing**

An interdisciplinary care clinic can be challenging to coordinate and run efficiently in order to maximize providers’ time and expertise to address patient and family goals for care. The nurse is the primary case manager or care coordinator for the clinic and ensures that the recommended treatment plan is implemented to the benefit of the patient and family. Nurses are trained to fulfill several roles in the care of a patient, including clinical care coach, team coordinator, counselor, educator, advocate, and medical provider liaison, which make them the ideal person to fulfill this role.

For the Next Step Clinic, the nurse works to coordinate referrals, staff assignments, information triage, and health care plan implementation. This includes communicating with referring providers on appropriateness of referrals, scheduling, and communicating to the patient and caregiver(s) the goals of the interdisciplinary clinic. On the actual clinic day, the nurse organizes and initiates the opening care conference, followed by the multiple team meetings throughout the course of the day. Given that multiple patients are seen by multiple team members within a limited time frame, the nurse helps to maintain the flow of the clinic and keeps the team members on track with time. After the final end-of-visit treatment plan has been discussed with the patient and family, the nurse’s role continues with finalizing and carrying out the recommendations utilizing a specialized and limited protocol to facilitate orders for referrals. The nurse also researches healthcare resources nearby the patient and caregiver’s home such as home health services. Finally, the nurse serves as a liaison with patient and caregiver for follow-up implementation, education, and care plan compliance. Overall, because of the nurse’s experience and expertise in PD care planning and treatment, and understanding of each team discipline as they relate to the various progressive stages of PD, the nurse plays a crucial role in the management, operation, and execution of the palliative, interdisciplinary care clinic.

**Conclusion**

Interdisciplinary palliative care for late stage PD has been a growing field of interest in the recent years. Compared to ALS, where well-designed studies have shown increased survival with multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary care, the data in the PD population have thus far been limited. As illustrated earlier, the complexity of care for late stage PD patients in terms of severity and extent of both motor and nonmotor symptoms, increasing caregiver burden, and impending discussions of goals of care warrant a team approach to meeting the needs of both patient and caregiver(s). Further studies will be essential to assessing the impact of this approach to patient outcomes in PD.
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